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I. INTRODUCTION 1
The Regge pole model has given ~uite good fits and interesting predictions 2 '3 for certain simple high-energy two-body to tw~-body· interactions which can have single Regge pole exchange. There remain many interesting.~uasi two-body interactions, involving complications of high spins and une~ual mass kinematics, which have not been treated theoretically. 'tlith the fast accumulation of high-energy experimental data, it is of interest to k.l'low the theoretical formulae which are suitable for phenomenological fits. In this paper we shall give the -,;, Regge pole formulae for the differential cross ·sections ,of some ~uas·i two-body rcN and NN interactions which can have one or t1.,ro meson:'. ..:.,; trajectories exchanged.
Accord.irg to the established method of Reggeization, 4 including the deduction of·residue functions free from kinematic singularities, 5
the following results will be obtained in a routine fashion. x {!sin et [1 -exp(-ina)) 2a + l f3 sin na 00;
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The factor of a(a + 1) in E~s. (5a) and (5b) arises from the assumption that the p-trajectory couples to sense-sense channel. 9 . Notice that by factorizability, these residue functions are related to those of rrN _.. rr .6. (1236), .i.e., .
Therefore in addition to the pure t kinematic factors of the full helicity amplitude given by Ref. 
The contribution from the P' trajectory gives exactly the same form as that :frotiJ.. the P trajectory. The kinematic factors of the residue 14 functions are 
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The contribution of the P' trajectory is exactly the same as that from the P, /1
One can see how hopeless it is to do fitting with non-charge-exchange direction of s-channel and thus the production of ~ in very high energles will be more limited than if P could contribute with full strength.
16 For the charge exchange ~N ~ A 2
contributes. Since every term in E~. {10) has a factor differential cross section has a m.inimwn at a 
.. 
The final form of the differential cross section is 
where,.. r' s are defined through Eqs. (11) and (13). They are smoothly varying functions of t for t < 0 • Since a/r(q + 1) sin 1!0: is finite at negative integers of ex., the vanishing of the signature 2 .
factor !1 + exp(-i~)l at negative odd integers of a gives minimums in the differential cross. sections at these points.
•
Her. e only the ·A" .trajectory <Zan be exchanged.
The kinematic factors of the residue functions are
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The i' s are defined through Eqs. (14) and (16) The kinematic factors of the re~idue functions arel4 1. l.
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Here we assume that the 1r _trajectory couples to the sense-sense channels .. at a = 0.
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where" 'Y' s are smoothly varying functions of t for t < 0 • Notice that the contribution from ~ vanishes as the 1( trajectory passes -1.
For high enough energy, the contribution from 1r trajectory may be neglected. 
. ,: where the r's are defined through Eqs. (4) and (21) ' ;~ f~::.
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He~e almost all ncn-strange trajectories can be exchanged. Due to the availability of very high-energy data for this interaction,
hopefully the consideration of only the P trajectory will be adeq_uate.
. 2-2'2 2
where we use N to denote N* ,-just for the convenience of notation.
The final form of the differential equation is The r's are related to ~'s by E~s. (22) and (27).
Here we consider only the contribution from the P trajectory. 
The final form of the differential cross section is Obviously these formulae for i~ interactions can also be · used for lffl interactions. It. is an interesting phenomencn that purely due to the presence ., 1 2 5 of some kinematic factor of a in the amplitude,' ' the contribution of a Regge pole to certain amplitude can vanish and it thus produces a minimum in the differential cross section. We illustrate this point by observing the simplest case of no spin.
18 The contribution of a Regge pole to the amplitude is
Now let us focus our attention on the factors containing a in, say, the case of positive signature:
,,
At a = --·1, ·-2, and 3, etc.) the · . Of course only those t-channel zeros at o;(t) < 1 of the amplitudes will have an effECt m the s-channel differential cross-section. ·rate of c will be greater than that of c' • Whether the particle can couple to the t-channel helicity amplitude with A' = 0 and !-l' = 0 depends on its spin and parity relative to that of the particle a; therefore this may constitute a way of determining the spin and parity of the produced particle, in case the spin and parity of the 14.
In this paper all the formulae involving . P, P', . and A 2 are writtenaccording·to one of the mechanisms :proposed. by Gell-IVann ·to cancel the pole at a= 0 in the amplitudes: these trajectories all couple to nonsense-nonsense channels at a = 0 and the pole . ·.
• 
